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Mark Fowler from Rooster Quad tours
invited me for a run through the hills of
Loule on one of his Quads, and also told
me a bit about how he brought his family
here to the East Algarve.

Written by Richard Bassett
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ABOVE: Mark, Clare and their 3 children
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ark and Clare’s journey
literally started 5 years
ago. A motorcycle courier for 24 years, Mark
has
h
as always been a self confessed
petrol head. After meeting his
partner Clare, a trained architect
in London, they decided to move
to Bristol for a better family life.
It became apparent that a more
drastic move was in order, and
with the idea of starting a Quad
bike tour business, Mark and
Clare took three months out,
packed up their family, and
travelled down to Portugal in a
caravan. Driving down the Silver coast, then across to the
Eastern Algarve looking for the
ideal terrain for quad biking,
the couple found themselves in the
small town of Moncarapacho. It

didn’t take long for them to decide
that this was the area they’d been
searching for. Clare fell in love with
everything about the place; the
people, weather, food and architecture. After some further searching on the internet, it was Clare’s
mother who found the house they
would eventually buy in Goldra,
Loule. Over a three year period
starting in Nov ’06, they eventually
moved to Portugal permanently in
Aug ‘08 with their three children.
Rooster Algarve Quad Tours started soon after the move to Portugal. Mark was very focussed on
the type of service he wanted to
offer. “It is important for me to give
customers an unforgettable experience. I try to take each rider on
their own merit and tailor their tour
according to their ability”

I can verify that Mark ensures you
really do get the most out of the
tour. He was kind enough to take
my cousin and me Quad biking out
in the hills of Loulé. The day started
with half an hour’s tuition (Mark is
a fully qualiﬁed quad bike instructor), then we set off on a four hour
adrenalin ﬁlled trip. The views were
simply stunning. Any fears we had
were quickly dispersed as he
calmly advised us what to do. Before long we were speeding along
tracks, across rivers and up hills.
The two highlights for me were
ﬁrstly riding down a steep rocky hill
into a small river. I was taught how
to let the engine do the breaking
and to shift my weight accordingly.
The sense of accomplishment was
fantastic. We then continued racing along the trails until we came
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to a disused football pitch in the
middle of absolutely nowhere! This
was a great chance to ‘freestyle’
and of course, attempt the obligatory donuts! The day ended with
a drive up to the hills overlooking
Faro (see the main pic). Both exhilarated and exhausted, we returned to Mark’s house for a well
deserved, ice cold beer. It certainly
was a day to remember.
Mark offers a variety of tours for
all levels. Beginners can enjoy the
easier trails, whereas more experienced riders are offered a more
challenging ride. You also have the
choice of trips from half a day, up
to a full three days.
For further information call Mark
on 00351 289 998 487 or see the
Rooster Algarve Quad Tours website www.roosterquadtours.com

ABOVE FROM LEFT
TO RIGHT: Aura Ion,
Carla Gonçalves,
Ana Gonçalves,
Valter Mendes,
Ana Avô, Angela
Mendes, Célia
Isidoro, Vera Hartel
and Sandra de Jusus.
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